We present stylized facts on the asset pricing properties of cryptocurrencies: summary statistics on cryptocurrency return properties and measures of common variation for secondary market returns on 222 digital coins. In our sample, secondary market returns of all other currencies are strongly correlated with Bitcoin returns. We also provide some investment characteristics of a sample of 64 initial coin offerings (ICOs). *
Introduction
Cryptocurrencies are a new class of investible instruments and can even be included in individual retirement accounts. As of November 2017, the total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies reached over $300 billion, with Bitcoin, Ether, and Ripple being the most prominent.
Briefly, cryptocurrencies or tokens are digital assets issued in return for remuneration in the form of fiat money or other cryptocurrencies. Various exchanges exist in which they can a be traded for other cryptocurrencies or fiat money. The convertibility of these digital assets to fiat money means that they can be incorporated into any portfolio and viewed as any other asset class, even though their exact legal definition is still unsettled. While brokerage, trading, and even financial derivatives for these currencies are beginning to flourish and receive widespread attention, little research has been done on the asset pricing properties of this new instrument class.
In this paper, we document some stylized facts about cryptocurrency returns. Besides the novelty of this investment vehicle, cryptocurrencies provide an interesting benchmark because they are effectively unregulated. Specifically, prior to the SEC crowdfunding regulations, there was no restriction in the U.S. on who could introduce a cryptocurrency. Further, trading is also unregulated, so prices must also reflect uncertainty associated with the viability of an exchange. By contrast, most other data series examine assets that were issued in the context of some regulatory framework; such data are therefore truncated by the minimum requirements of either exchange listing, or adherence to GAAP or other such requirements.
Both the returns and volatilities that we document are high. In addition, we show that cryptocurrencies, in aggregate, carry a common source of systematic risk correlated with Bitcoin returns. This has important implications for portfolio diversification and risk assessment. We also document the performance of Initial Coin Offerings and compare them to IPOs. Interestingly, an economic implication of the ICO market is that the initial returns to IPOs may be puzzlingly low. This paper contributes to an emerging literature on the pricing of Bitcoin, and the larger question of the economic value of cryptocurrencies. A number of papers are concerned with explaining valuation and pricing of Bitcoin from economic first principles. Athey et al. (2016) evaluate a model of adoption with Bitcoin prices up to 2015 and concludes that adoption cannot explain prices. Concerns about the speculative nature of Bitcoin are also posed in Yermack (2013) . Ciaian et al. (2016) use an econometric approach to show that macro-financials do not explain Bitcoin prices. Gandal and Halaburda (2014) suggest that a network effect is present that characterizes competition between different cryptocurrencies, and explain Bitcoin's early dominant position.
In related work, Elendner et al. (2016) provide a brief history of altcoins and document secondary market return properties for Bitcoin and altcoins over the period April 2014 through July 2016. They also consider the pairwise correlations of the top ten cryptoccurrencies by market capitalization as of July 2016, and show the representation of principal components in the returns of each of these currencies. They find that Bitcoin is not represented in the first principal component, but is instead represented in the later ones. In contrast, we demonstrate that Bitcoin returns have a high correlation with the first principal component of altcoin returns, so that Bitcoin may indeed be thought of as a factor that drives cryptocurrency returns.
A related strand of literature addresses market efficiency in cryptocurrencies, which is characterized by a high degree of decentralization in trading and in issuances. Kroeger and Sarkar (2017) , for example, show that the law of one price is often violated for Bitcoin, and relate this to the microstructure of Bitcoin trading. In a similar vein, Gandal et al. (2018) exhibit price manipulation in the Bitcoin market, likely by a single trader. We take the prices of (and hence the return patterns) of alternative cryptocurrencies (altcoins) as given, and documenting a number of stylized facts.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 1.1 discusses the market mechanisms of initial coin offerings and trading. Section 2 gives an account of the data sources. Section 3 documents returns to ICOs and compares them to the literature on IPOs.
Section 4 discusses the return distributions of cryptocurrencies, and their correlation with other assets. Section 5 discusses the possible benchmark to evaluate returns. Section 6 concludes.
Cryptocurrencies: Coins and Tokens
Bitcoin is one of the earliest and well-known crypto-currencies, and the first to use a blockchain to record and decentralize the ledger of ownership and transactions and through it solve the "double-spend" problem. There are two categories of tradable cryptocurrencies alternative to Bitcoin: coins and tokens. These are sometimes referred to as altcoins (so called because they are coins that are alternative to Bitcoin), While the nomenclature is not standardized, there often are technological and use-differences between coins and tokens. Coins typically have their own blockchains, whereas tokens are issued on some underlying platform, often one that enables smart contracts. For example, the altcoin, Litecoin, is recorded on a variation of Bitcoin technology, while others such as b-cash use new software implemented as a fork on a pre-existing transaction ledger. 1 Coins are used mainly as media of exchange or stores of value, akin to non-digital currencies. Prominent coins other than Bitcoin include Ether and Ripple. 2 Tokens are typically used in a manner akin to coupons or vouchers on specific sites for specific purposes and are often used as a reward or funding mechanism.
The issuing process of most coins and tokens is determined by the underlying software, and hence by the developers. For example, new Bitcoins are released slowly according to a pre-specified formula, and are distributed to computing nodes ("miners") as a reward for verifying transactions in their decentralized ledgers. Auroracoin was distributed freely in equal amounts to all the residents of Iceland. Tokens are issued through Initial Token Sales (ITS), more commonly known as Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs). In such a sale, a firm wishing to embark on a project raises money for the project through an ICO. One kind of token is a utility token: If the firm is successful at carrying out the project, the token allows the holder to consume some good or service delivered by the project. For example, in September 2017, Filecoin raised $257 million in an ICO to provide a cloud storage device that uses unused hard drive space. Token holders will be able to purchase storage space on the device when it is ready. A second kind is a securities token, with a sub-case being an equity token, in which the token-holder receives future cash flows from a successful project. 3
The following steps occur in the process of issuing an ICO. First, the ICO is publicized on a number of aggregators (including, for example, 99bitcoins.com, icowatchlist.com and icoalert.com). These aggregators then direct participants to a white paper which details the purpose of the offering and use of underlying funds, and provides a homepage where the ICO takes place. There is no standard format, size or length of a white paper. The ICO homepage provides a bidding mechanism (usually, a fixed price take-it-or-leave it offer) for tokens, although this is also not standardized. Second, participants deliver cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ether to a designated address, and receive the tokens in exchange. Some offerings last for a few minutes, and others last for several months. For long-duration ICOs, the prices of tokens may increase during the ICO period. The tokens can be traded on a secondary market, sometimes before the ICO is complete. We note, that in as much as the same coins such as BitCoin and Ether are used in ICOs, these coins could also be viewed as incorporating an option to participate in subsequent ICOs. We touch on the implications of this in Section 5 below.
Secondary market trading of both Bitcoin and altcoins (both coins and tokens) is active, 1 The Bitcoin block chain, in this specific case. 2 "Ether" is often used synonymously with "Ethereum" to refer to the currency, although the latter more correctly describes the entire platform.
3 For our period of analysis, most coins are not securities. We emphasize that these markets are unregulated. This means that, the altcoin exchanges themselves bear both default and "malfeasance" risk. This observation is consistent with the finding of Kroeger and Sarkar (2017) , who note that there can be significant price differences in Bitcoin across various exchanges.
The contrast to equity trading in the US is striking. Secondary market trades in public equities are highly regulated, with the SEC, other regulators, and exchanges themselves imposing restrictions both on firms (with respect to disclosures to investors, for example) and on investors (including, for example, margin requirements).
In spite, or perhaps because of this, as of November 2017, several asset management funds, including hedge funds, have spawned to invest in diversified offerings of cryptocurrencies and ICOs. A few of these are similar to common investment management organizations, including in the use of managers and management, exit, and performance fees. Their focuses may differ, and they often target specific return characteristics or specific classes of cryptocurrencies. Organizations such as the CME and CBOE have additionally implemented cryptocurrency futures on a cash-settled basis, which provides further channels for shorting and for participants to apply expertise in financial engineering.
Data Sources
We consider two sets of data. First, we obtain secondary market price data from CoinMar- A limitation of the data source is that it relies on the assumption that information aggregated from multiple exchanges yields a good summary indication of cryptocurrency prices.
However, as Kroeger and Sarkar (2017) demonstrate persistent violations of the law of one price for Bitcoin, this may turn out to be a poor assumption. Thus for our results to be meaningful, a necessary assumption is that such violations do not affect the correlations we demonstrate. Second, we examine a data set consisting of 64 ICOs. The ICO data is also hand-collected from individual application white papers available as of August 2017, and are the largest by market capitalization. The ICOs were issued over the period 2013-2017. This dataset includes the name of the application, the token abbreviation, the duration and time of the ICO, the total amount of funds raised, token supply, as well as average price during the ICO.
We present this information for illustrative purposes. We note that many ICOs fail, or fail shortly after issuance. 
ICO returns
In Table 1 , we display some illustrative, summary statistics on the amount raised in, and the returns from investing in ICOs. The median ICO raised about $6.4 million, but there is considerable skewness, with the mean being approximately equal to the 75th percentile, and the standard deviation about twice as high as the mean.
This skewness is exhibited in the returns as well. The ICO returns are calculated under the assumption that tokens were purchased at the average offering price in the ICO, and sold in the secondary market at the end of the first trading day, the first week, and the first month as the case may be. The first-day return has a median of 115%; that is, the median token more than doubles in value on the first trading day. It continues to climb in value over the first month, adding a further 29% in value.
The secondary market returns are also skewed. These returns are computed assuming that tokens were purchased at the end of the first trading day, and sold at the end of the first week or the first month, as the case may be. The median returns here are negative; −10.3%
for the first week and −16.1% for the first month. 6 Nevertheless, the presence of some large returns allows the mean return over the first month to be a healthy 46.3%. This table shows the amounts raised and the returns to investing in ICOs. The ICO returns assume that tokens are purchased at the average offering price in the ICO and sold in the secondary market. Secondary market returns are based on purchase and sale in the secondary market. These data contains some large outlier returns, with first trading day returns above 1000%.
We exclude these outliers to give a more reasonable graphical representation of the returns. an investment contract to be a "contract, transaction or scheme whereby a person invests his money in a common enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the efforts of the promoter or a third party." 7 Many ICOs have been specifically designed to fail the Howey test. That said, recent communications from the SEC suggest that regulators are taking a closer look at this market. 8 To all intents and purposes, the altcoins issued in our same were unregulated.
Second, the amounts raised in an ICO are typically much smaller than those raised in an IPO. The median amount raised in an IPO in the U.S. in 2016 was $94.5 million, compared to the $6.4 million we report for ICOs in Table 1 . 9
Third, ICO tokens are sometimes issued over a month or two. While the IPO process in all can take several months, the issuance of shares in an IPO typically happens at a point of time (although with greenshoe options and the like, the number of shares issued can vary from the number in the initial announcement).
There were 98 IPOs in the U.S. in 2016, with a mean first-day return of 12.1%, and mean return to the end of the year of 26.5%. Turning to 2017, data available from Nasdaq show that across 89 IPOs issued from March 2017 onward, the maximum first-day return was 52.2%
and the minimum was -26.0%. 10 Negative first-day returns were relatively rare. Thus, in the cross-section IPO returns appear to be significantly less volatile than ICO returns. Of course, the assets that are subject to IPOs have been carefully selected by founders, investment banks and exchanges.
Given both the small amounts raised in the typical ICO and the fact that ICOs typically relate to early-stage projects, another point of comparison is investments in venture capital.
However, here too there are important differences. VC investments are illiquid, and often need to be held for several years before they can be sold. In contrast, ICOs are sometimes Associates Report 11 shows that over the period 2011 through 2016, the annual return on a VC index has often been in the 20-25% range. Of course, the latter return is a return on a portfolio, and so not directly comparable to the individual ICO returns we exhibit in Table   1 .
Cyrptocurrency Return Characteristics 4.1 Summary Returns
Summary statistics for secondary market returns on cryptocurrencies are given in Table 2 .
The calculations apply the filters described in the previous section, which leave 222 cryptocurrencies. In addition, returns are winsorized at the 1% level so that large outliers leave the distributions interpretable. For each cryptocurrency, we compute the mean daily return, Notice that in Figure 3 , we show the log of dollar volume and market capitalization. We do this because of the skewness in the data. Indeed, Figure 3a shows that mean daily returns roughly follow a power law distribution, with a significant amount of daily returns as high as 5-10% per day, but with most falling around 1-2% per day. Log market capitalizations show an even greater degree of skewness. 
BitCoin Returns
Bitcoin returns displays basic time-series econometric properties that are similar to stock prices. Table 3 shows that, at both the daily and monthly frequencies, we can confidently reject a unit root for returns, but not for prices. Table 4 shows this in regression form. With no constant, one-period lagged returns do not predict returns next period returns at either the daily or monthly frequencies.
Market portfolio returns
Bessembinder (2017) documents that approximately 60% of public US stocks earn less than the average monthly T-bill return over their life. However, as is well-known, a diversified portfolio of US stocks earns well in excess of the risk-free rate. Although most cryptocurrencies have a positive excess return over our sample period (the monthly T-bill rate is well less than 1% over most of the period), it is nevertheless useful to look at a return on a diversified portfolio of cryptocurrencies. To be included in the portfolio at November 23, 2014, we consider only cryptocurrencies with daily value traded greater than $100. This leaves 37 cryptocurrencies. As shown, the equallyweighted portfolio outperforms the value-weighted portfolio, due to the currency exposures aside from Bitcoin. A three-year investment held in such portfolios would lead to a 31-fold and 22-fold increase in the initial investment value, respectively. Nonetheless, there is a clear degree of co-variation among the two portfolios.
To examine the risk-return tradeoff, we plot the efficient frontier of daily returns for a two- This plot considers the change in the value of $100 if invested into an equally-weighted portfolio and a market-capitalization weighted portfolio on November 23, 2014. These portfolios consist of all tradable cryptocurrencies in the data. To be considered tradable, we require the daily value traded to be greater than $100. The total size of the portfolio is 37 currencies. Approximately 89% of the market-capitalization weighted portfolio consists of Bitcoin. 
Cross-Asset Correlations
In an effort to understand sources of common variation, we now consider the correlations of various cryptocurrencies with other assets. Correlations between return series are derived for each cryptocurrency except Bitcoin and each of (i) Bitcoin returns, (ii) gold returns 12 , and (iii) S&P 500 Excess Return, at both daily and monthly frequencies. We report features of the cross-sectional distribution of the correlation coefficients across the 221 altcoins in Table   5 .
The only asset for which cross-correlations are noticeably above zero is Bitcoin. The Table 6 lists currencies with the highest (positive, in our sample) correlations, and those that exhibit the lowest correlations, at monthly frequencies. The top 10 most correlated cryptocurrencies are mostly coins. Coins that exhibit highest positive correlation tend to be ones with a longer history, and include some coins with high turnover and high market capitalization. These correlations are very close to one, again which may suggest some source of systematic risk. Coins that exhibit correlations closest to zero tend to be for certain gamingspecific purposes, such as NoLimitCoin, a coin dedicated to fantasy sports, or GameCredits, a universal coin for various other types of gaming transactions.
These high correlations explain the high apparent co-movement between the equallyweighted and market capitalization-weighted portfolio in Figure 4 , where the latter portfolio is weighted 89% in Bitcoin. Since Bitcoin is a much smaller fraction of the equally-weighted portfolio, if there were no correlation between Bitcoin and non-Bitcoin cryptocurrencies, comovement between the two portfolio returns would be much less.
To show that aggregate altcoin returns are related to Bitcoin returns, we form equallyweighted and value-weighted portfolios on November 24, 2015, excluding Bitcoin, and regress the daily portfolio returns on Bitcoin daily returns. These results are presented in Table 9 .
These regressions show a strong relationship between aggregate altcoin returns and Bitcoin. What is the source of this strong correlation with Bitcoin? One possible explanation is that many altcoins do not trade directly against fiat currencies, but against Bitcoin itself.
Purchasing any of these altcoins thus may require purchases in Bitcoin, which may drive the common price movement.
Principal Component Analysis
Another way to show the strong relationship of altcoin returns with Bitcoin is to consider the first principal component of their returns, and examine its correlation with Bitcoin. Table 8 gives the first five components from PCA results for daily and monthly returns. To make sure a sufficiently complete time series is included, we restrict the universe of cryptocurrencies in this analysis to coins for which at least two years worth of price history are available. The This table shows results for the first five principal components for daily and monthly returns. We limit the analysis to only currencies that have at least two years worth of time series data. In Table 9 , we report the results of regressing daily (monthly) Bitcoin returns on the excess return of the S&P 500 and the return of gold. Both at the daily and monthly levels, the beta of Bitcoin with respect to the S&P 500 and to gold is not significantly different from zero at the 10% level. In the monthly regression, the coefficient on the excess return of the S&P 500
is relatively large in magnitude, but has a p-value of only approximately 22.8%.
Evaluating Coin Returns
We (Catalini and Gans (2018) and Li and Mann (2018) ). Although a full-blown model to value cryptocurrencies or tokens is beyond the scope of our paper, we outline below some thoughts on valuation in this sector.
First observe, that the basic finance approach of discounting cash flows at the appropriate risk adjusted rate is frequently not applicable to cryptocurrencies, as they are frequently designed not to be claims to cash flows to eschew regulation. For investment purposes, of course, the ability to resale is sufficient to include in a portfolio. However, it is useful to consider what the possible sources of value are. In what follows, we consider different ways in which cryptocurrencies could be valued as investment securities. Determining which one is appropriate requires a structural estimation and is beyond the scope of this paper. However, for completeness, we include some of the possibilities.
(i) Simple Discounted Cash flow Analysis: In as much as there is a liquid market for coins, they may be valued as any other financial security. Specifically, if other assets that have a similar riskiness have an expected return of Er t at time t, then the price of a coin at time t should be
This naturally implies an empirical proxy for the (unobserved) expected return of
where the independence of the error term stems from the unbiased expectations.
(ii) Utility Tokens: In addition to being a store of value (in the sense that it can be sold), most coins have a use component, denote this by ν. Suppose that a fraction α of a coin is required to use it. If the personal discount rate is δ, then we have
Clearly, the empirical proxy,
Pt will systematically underestimate the expected return. This formulation, similar to a convenience yield in commodities, depends on the specific implementation of the coin. Further note, that in many cases the use value (convenience yield) could exhibit a network externality. Specifically, the value to a user of owning the coin is increasing in the distribution of ownership of the coin, i.e., on how many people join the network. In this case, variables such as volume should be correlated with the estimation error induced by using
Pt . The use value above could possibly include the option to invest in a subsequent ICO. The value of the latter could be correlated with the current token's underlying price. Such valuation exercises are, of course, complex. Further, the use value could be part of a claim to a network product. Recall, traded tokens can be used to encourage agents to visit or participate in a website or venture. Thus, purchasing a coin can also be viewed as a commitment to purchase the underlying product. (Equivalent to requiring anyone buying a new iphone to buy an apple stock.) Because of this, sequential trade in a token, can imply an increase in the value of the underlying enterprise. To see this, consider a simple framework in which a monopolist owns all the underlying tokens in a particular ICO. The monopolist believes that the value of the enterprise will eventually lie between [0, 1] . Suppose, for simplicity that the value is directly equal to the adoption rate, and so lies between [0, 1] . Further, suppose that the monopolist owner has diffuse priors on the eventual adoption of her enterprise. Consider a sequence of discrete trades at which she sells one tokens, after each trade, her expected valuation will increase, and the support of her posterior will shrink. If she has mean variance preferences, her valuation will rise, both because of the higher expected value, but also because the risk adjustment has fallen. In short, her valuation increases. Of course, the solution to a dynamic trading game with network effects and risk aversion is beyond the scope of this paper, especially if the monopolist strategically sets the price.
Conclusion
In this paper, we provide summary statistics for returns of over 200 cryptocurrencies. We provide data for both the universe of currencies and for those involved in initial coin offerings.
There is a large degree of skewness and volatility in the population of returns. A principal risk factor is the return of Bitcoin itself, which is highly correlated with many altcoins. This is demonstrable through examining simple correlations with Bitcoin returns at the daily and monthly frequencies, as well as through a principal component analysis. The existence of this risk factor has implications for asset management and regulation in cryptocurrencies.
Finally, observe, because there is currently little or no regulation around coins, they are not comparable to listed equities in which there are both stringent disclosure requirements and listing requirements. Indeed, the listing requirements for all exchanges mean that the analogy between ICOs and IPOs is literally semantic.
The more relevant comparison group is probably venture capital. However, even in this case, a notable difference is that given the structure of the VC industry, the supply of capital is restricted, whereas in principle it is less so in the ICO model. We would thus expect the observed distribution of projects (coins) to be different. Cochrane (2005) estimates the risk and return characteristics of venture capital investments. He observes that data are only available if the firms invested in obtain new financing, go public, or are acquired. Without adjusting for the selection bias, he obtains mean log returns of 108%. These are associated with very high volatilities and thus high arithmetic returns.
In prior years, traditional finance theories have avoided explanations of the cryptocurrency landscape due to its decentralized nature, volatility, and high technological barrier.
However, the entry of institutional market participants such as ICO issuers, asset managers, and traditional derivatives exchanges in this area suggest that the time is right for a financial treatment of this topic. Revelations in this paper may help introduce finance to this new class of assets by summoning traditional financial concepts. 
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